
                    444 Marlin: Performance Potential Extreme.  

                                                     Part II 

                            The “Safari Grade” Marlin 444 XLR. 

 

In my first article, “The Peashooter Project”, I gave a general overview of the process and 
modifications that I used to obtain maximum performance of the 444 Marlin cartridge, in a 
16.5” barrel length Marlin 444 XLR. The results of the modifications that I made to the cycling 
spaces and timing of that rifle to allow for a longer COL of 2.650, greatly bettered ballistic 
performance. The modifications exceeded all expectations.  Judging from the results  of  ”The 
Peashooter Project” I had come to the conclusion, that it may be possible to improve the 
performance of that first modification to allow the 444 cartridge to mimic the ballistics of the 
famed 450-400 Nitro Express….the legendary cartridge that was professed to be the perfect all 
around standard for African game, both large and small. If my calculations proved to be correct, 
this would take the 444 Marlin cartridge in a Marlin lever gun to its performance potential 
extreme…. a world class rifle and cartridge capable of taking any game animal that walks planet 
earth. This article chronicles my endeavor to do just that. 

PARAMETERS:  My first project 444 XLR was designed and built as a “personal” weapon to be 
used exclusively under the conditions that I most frequently hunted. It needed to be short, light 
and powerful, but, not so much so, that shooting it under hunting conditions would be a 
burden. Just the right amount of power, length, and weight, to take anything in North America 
in close cover, was all I expected from the “little” rifle. This project, the “Safari Grade” Marlin 
444 XLR, was to be a different beast altogether. I was striving for the maximum power that the 
444 cartridge and the Marlin XLR could safely obtain. This gun was going to be designed around 
the “African” standard…a large caliber, long barreled, heavy rifle, with all the power needed to 
take the largest and most dangerous game animals in North America, and, on the Dark 
Continent, yet, exhibit the ability to shoot lesser loads for lesser game…..flexibility/versatility 
was a must for this project to produce an “all around” game rifle. 

CARTRIDGE:  The 444 Marlin cartridge had shown much promise during the “Peashooter 
Project”. The 2.650 COL modification proved that the Marlin 444 XLR lever gun was up to the 
task of both modification and strength, and that the 444 Marlin cartridge had much more to 
offer.  The modification allowed the bullet to be moved out of the case, which increased 
powder capacity for an improvement in ballistic performance in the 16.5” barreled Peashooter. 
The 325 grain bullet loads easily reached the ballistics that 22” to 24” barreled Marlin lever 
guns could produce. For the Safari Grade 444, my belief was, that if I could increase the COL to 
2.700+, and, let that long 24” barrel do its job, the 405 grain bullet could hit the magic 2150 fps 
mark, producing the ballistic numbers of the 450-400 Nitro Express ( a 400 grain bullet at 2150 
fps, developing over 4100 ft lbs in energy). For large dangerous game, I could not conceive of a 
better combination of power and quick follow-up shots. A fast cycling, fast handling Marlin 
lever gun with this kind of power would be very suitable for the large dangerous game hunter, 



and, like the 450-400 Nitro Express would exhibit flat shooting capabilities to allow longer shots 
at smaller African plains game. North American game such as deer, wild hog, black bear, and 
large North American game…Elk, Moose, Buffalo, and the big bears, would be on the menu as 
well. Bullet weight, and load selection would increase the versatility of this modification to 
allow a hunter one “go to” rifle for any game animal.  The Marlin lever gun with the 444 Marlin 
cartridge, and this 2.700+ modification could be the end all for the one gun hunter.  

RESEARCH: 

I had been researching African cartridges and rifles for most of my life. From all I had read and 
studied, cartridges like the 450-400 Nitro Express and its near ballistic twin, the 404 Jeffrey, 
were two of the most popular all around African game cartridges that had ever been conceived. 
Both pushed 400 grain bullets in the 2100 to 2200 fps range, and each developed over 4000 ft 
lbs of energy……this seemed to be the “ideal” for African large game hunting, and as an all-
around cartridge for smaller African game. Both of these cartridges were applauded by hunters 
and PH’s (Professional Hunters) for their killing power on large dangerous game, and their 
versatility when used for smaller plains game. The 450-400 NE and the 404 Jeffrey are still 
popular on the dark continent, and amongst aficionados of African large game hunting….these 
two cartridges are legendary in their appeal and performance, and their ballistics have a 
historically documented, and proven track record . Yes, there are more powerful cartridges that 
have been developed.  With the increase in power, comes an increase in gun weight to counter 
the effects of heavy recoil, and, to keep the rifle from battering itself to death. The field ready 
weight of 450-400’s and Jefferys came in at 8 ½ to 9 ½ lbs, while some of the larger big game 
cartridge rifles were pushing upwards of 13 pounds (to well over 15 lbs, and, at times to 20 plus 
pounds!), and required a porter to carry the gun until the hunter was ready to fire on his 
quarry.  The cost of a large caliber African big game rifle has become astronomical, as is the 
ammunition for such a rifle. The versatility, handling qualities, and portability of the larger more 
powerful cartridges/rifles is lost as the bore size, power and weight increases. The “balance” of 
all things considered make the 450-400 and the 404 Jeffery chambered rifles ideal, not only for 
all African game, but of course, for all medium to large North American game as well. Now, 
picture that same power in a fast handling, fast cycling lever gun! 

RIFLE GOALS: 

My first intention was to build a Marlin 444 to the “ 450-400 NE cartridge standard”, weighing 
in at 8 1/2 to 9 1/2 lbs. This weight has proven to be ideal for the power of the cartridge and its 
recoil, and allows for a reasonably fast handling rifle, and makes for an easily transportable 
weight for field use. Secondly I wanted to build this rifle to the “African aesthetic standard”…. 
low  power scope,  quick detachable mounts with back up iron sights for close range work, and 
a few other amenities inherent to African large game rifles . I guess what I am trying to achieve 
is a lever gun that would look like it belongs in Africa…if there is such a thing, and, have the 
power to perform in Africa as well! 

 



THE BUILD: I opted to do this build in steps.  Step one was getting all the mechanical work done 
and range testing the cartridge to see if my goal could be met. The “Africanizing”, or 
customization of the rifle could come later. Just as with the “Peashooter” Project, I tackled the 
increased COL issue first. The cartridge lifter, ejector, lower action, loading port, ejection port,  
magazine tube, and chamber all required major modifications to allow that long 2.700+ 
cartridge to be loaded, cycled and ejected through the Marlin action. My main concern was that 
if any of these modifications, even in the least bit, would lessen the strength of the Marlin 
action, then the entire project would have to be dropped.  Happily, the Marlin action, in spite of 
these modifications maintains its factory built strength. The fire lapping of the barrel, again 
following Marshall Stanton of Beartooth Bullets process was accomplished.  My other 
modifications that improved reliability and performance in my “Peashooter 444” project rifle, 
were added to the “Safari Grade 444” as well.  The time for range testing was at hand! 

 

OFF TO THE RANGE: With the mechanical modifications complete, the Safari Grade 444 could 
now accept a COL of 2.700 with Beartooth Bullets 405 grain WLNDGC. From the get go, and 
throughout the testing process Beartooth Bullets were used exclusively. The cartridges were full 
length sized and loaded with RCBS dies, and the Lee Factory Crimp Die was used as the final 
crimping method. All charges were hand weighed from beginning to end, and chronograph 
data, velocities, and gain per grain data was compiled. I first put the modifications through the 
normal testing procedure of cycling loaded cartridges through the action. The long 2.700 
cartridges fed smoothly from the magazine, to the chamber, and “out the door”. Loading the 
cartridges into the magazine was no different than loading a standard length cartridge into an 
unmodified Marlin….I put the modified Marlin through some fast and slow cycling tests, and 
everything operated exceedingly well.  I used the top end load for a standard 444 with the 405 
grain bullet as my basis for basic velocity and pressure check testing during this first test period. 
This gave me a starting point and a baseline to continue monitoring these two aspects of the 
process, a chance to sight the gun in for future chronograph testing ( all velocities were 
recorded at 15 ft through the course of the testing), and, to get a feel for shooting the rifle.  A 
max velocity with the 405 grain bullet through the chronograph of 1800 fps was reached during 
this first test period with the max standard book load for the OEM cartridge and the 405 grain 
bullet. During this test, I gained 30 fps overall average for every half grain of powder increase, 
with the 2.700 COL modification.  I was confident that I could reach my intended 2150 fps with 
the 405 grain bullet judging from my initial test results. My next test period at the range would 
take the 405 grain bullet to 1900 fps, and the third test period netted 2020 fps. During the 
initial testing, and working with many powders, both slow and fast burners, I found that 
Reloader-7 produced the best gain per grain, with the lowest volume of any other powder. This 
would be the powder that I used exclusively throughout the balance of the testing.  Another 
concern that I was keeping in mind during the course of this testing was the SAAMI psi cap 
placed on this cartridge and the Marlin lever gun.  When I reached the 2020 fps velocity, and 
considering that I had a “base of the bullet” powder charge in the case, I decided that it was 
time to extend the COL a bit more to increase the safety margin of this modification. I opened 
up the COL to 2.750 to do that. This became the balancing act between obtaining my set 



velocity goal, and maintaining safe operating pressures in the Marlin.  My next trip to the range 
netted 2171 fps.  I had my safety margin….and, I had my velocity/performance level….my goal 
had been achieved! The power of an African big game cartridge in a Marlin 444 was now a 
reality, and, I was not pushing the upper limits of high pressure to achieve that goal! My next 
trip to the range consisted of seeing just how well this cartridge would do from an accuracy 
standpoint, and at what velocity accuracy would come in with my rifle. I backed my load down 
to approximately  2100 fps, and worked up in 2 tenths grain increments searching for that 
accuracy sweet spot.  At 2160 fps I put three bullets in literally one hole! I was off to a good 
start! During the course of testing both 405 and 300 grain bullets in this rifle, with the 
maximum 2.750 COL, the only problem that was encountered was the lack of a decent crimp 
point, or groove,  on the bullet. In a conversation with Marshall Stanton of Beartooth Bullets, 
we discussed this issue and Marshall set about designing a 405 grain, .550 nose to crimp bullet 
specifically for this modification. I intend to have Marshall design a 300 grain bullet with the 
same nose to crimp length, to satisfy the long range capability that this 2.750 COL modification 
is suited for with a lighter bullet. The 2.700 COL, and the 2.660 COL modifications  did not have 
a crimp point issue, and just about any bullet of suitable length and weight can be loaded .  
During the range process, as I said above, lighter loads were tested, and any bullet from 300 
grains to 405 grains could be suitably loaded from less than 1800 fps all the way to the 
maximum, and, standard OEM COL’s have been shot in this rifle and perform well. This also 
increases the versatility of the modification.  

 

SAFETY FIRST!: The “safety margin” that I have discussed previously was NOT a matter of firing 
the rifle until pressure signs were encountered and then backing off of the load. As a long time 
wildcatter, I followed the normal procedures when working with the unknown….and, let’s face 
it,  this modification was pushing unknown limits of both the cartridge and the rifle. At the start 
of the process, I took baseline measurements to determine bolt thrust/bolt throw, and bolt 
block wear or trauma. I also took measurements of the pressure sensitive areas of the receiver, 
and these measurements were monitored as the process was proceeding. After each trip to the 
range these measurements were taken again and compared to the previous, and to the 
baseline measurements. The receiver and all internal parts were checked after each range 
session, under magnification, to determine any stress related issues.  Chamber measurements 
and cartridge stretch, flow, and wall thickness measurements (including cartridge sectioning) 
were used in conjunction to determine if any chamber swelling was taking place. As the range 
process took place, the “normal” signs of high pressure (extraction, primer condition, case 
stretch, bolt/lever jump, etc),  were strictly monitored from one round to the next. There were 
never any signs of high pressure during the test process, and all rifle and cartridge 
measurements were within baseline specs for normal top end loads in my Marlin lever gun. As 
a “pressure relief valve” I used test cases that had been previously used for my “Peashooter 
444” project rifle. By the end of the testing, and with these cases nearing 40+ firings, the 
primers were showing no undue signs of loosening in their pockets.  At the end of the test 
process I sectioned my designated high pressure case (the case that received more abuse than 
any of the others), and compared it with a case that had been fired six times with a light load of 



a 300 grain bullet at 1850 fps. The difference in measurement at the case head separation ring 
area between the light loaded, six times fired case, and the max loaded 40+ times fired case 
from the Safari Grade 444 was a mere .0002 of an inch.  Although these cases were never 
annealed (this was done on purpose), I never had any case mouth cracking, or impending case 
head separation symptoms occur. The only sign that the cases were reaching a brittle condition 
was a bit of resistance to resizing after 20 + firings.  The Remington brand 444 Marlin cases, as 
manufactured, stood up to the abuse and maintained tight primer pockets and minimal 
stretching throughout the entire test of both the “Peashooter 444” and the “Safari Grade 444”. 
The results and data acquired by following proper safety procedures during the test process 
speaks well of Remington cases, the modern design of the 444 Marlin cartridge, the strength of 
the Marlin 444 XLR rifle and the ability of this modification to produce world class, large game, 
ballistic performance from the 444 Marlin cartridge in a Marlin lever gun. 

 

BENEFITS:  Not only does this modification offer safe, powerful, and flexible ballistic 
performance in the Marlin lever gun, but, it has attributes that are well worth mentioning: 

1. No wildcatting is required: This is the standard 444 Marlin cartridge, loaded with off the 
shelf 444 Marlin loading dies, and, utilizing available 44 cal bullets and reloading 
components that are regularly used with this cartridge. No special dies or components 
are necessary. 

2. This modification allows for the 444 Marlin rifle, as it is produced, and with all OEM 
supplied parts ( modified) to be used. The strength and integrity of the originally 
manufactured rifle is not compromised.  

3. There is no need for costly machining, chambering, rethreading, barrel replacement or 
receiver upgrades.  

4. This modification offers manageable recoil levels in an 8 pound rifle (recoil factor: 43 to 
44 ft lbs @ 19 fps with top end loads). 

5. A cost effective alternative offering world class performance. 
450-400 Nitro Express/ .404 Jeffery: (Safari Grade 444 Stage II = 405 grain bullet at 
2150+ fps for 4100+ ft lbs. Thorniley Relative Stopping Power Factor = 236, Taylor 
Knockout Factor = 54). 
375 H&H Magnum: (Safari Grade  444 Stage II = 300 grain bullet at 2500+ fps for 4100+ 
ft lbs. Thorniley Relative Stopping Power Factor = 203, Taylor Knockout Factor = 46). 

6. For the hand loader this modification offers a wide range of bullet weights and loadings 
(mild to wild) to suit any application. 

BALANCE:  Having a rifle that is well balanced in all aspects is a joy to shoot and carry afield. A 
short light rifle that is overpowered for its weight and barrel length makes fast and accurate 
shot recovery from recoil a problem. A long barreled, heavy rifle that produces marginal power 
for its barrel length and weight is burdensome to carry for the amount of power it produces, 
and, is slow handling, and cumbersome in tight cover with not enough power or bullet weight 
and mass to make it through the thick stuff and the target. We are all different and our needs 
and shooting abilities differ. Choosing a “balanced” combination of rifle weight, barrel length, 



and power level that suits us as individuals, that we can be accurate with under all conditions, 
that is a joy to carry, and that suits the particular type of hunting we do, is well worth some 
thought and consideration. Through the course of all this testing from the “Peashooter 444” 
project, to the ultimate “Safari Grade 444” (Stage II), I have realized three different 
modifications (2.650, 2.700, and 2.750 COAL’s) that would suit three different barrel 
lengths/weights of 444 Marlins. Each modification would increase power for each of these 
three categories, and in its own right would allow for the maximum power to recoil factor that 
most shooters would want to tolerate.  In the Marlin lever gun, the barrel length would dictate 
the weight (all other things being equal), so the barrel length will set the standard for these 
modifications. In each of these three different rifles, this would be about “my” limit as to 
maximum power to recoil factor. These parameters are not written in stone, and each shooter 
may have a different level of power they would need, and recoil level they could tolerate. In the 
end, it’s a personal choice. 

The “Peashooter 444”: COAL 2.650: For a light short barreled Marlin in the 16.5” to 18.5” barrel 
length, this modification is ideal. It will deliver velocities of the longer barreled Marlins, so, by 
going shorter, you need not lose power over the longer barreled counterparts. This 
modification is suited to jacketed and cast bullet weights up to 325/350 grains, and with a 325 
grain bullet, my “go to” load is 2096 fps for 3171 ft lbs, with a Thorniley of 185 and a Taylor of 
42. This load in my 6 pound, 16.5” rifle offers excellent power and fast recovery from recoil. 
This is not the top load for this modification, but, it is one that I can handle very well in this 
short, light rifle, and has enough power for any North American game animal within its ballistic 
limitations. 

The “North American 444” Stage I: COAL 2.700: This would be a sensible modification for Marlin 
444’s with 20” to 22” barrels. This modification allows for any bullet with a .500 nose to crimp 
length or, any jacketed or lead bullet with enough meat to get a good solid crimp. This would be 
an ideal medium weight bullet (300 grain) to heavyweight bullet (405 grain) modification for 
mid barrel length Marlins. This modification would produce 405 grain bullet velocities in the 
neighborhood of 2000 fps, with 300 grain bullets topping out at about 2300 fps. 

The “Safari Grade 444” Stage II: COAL 2.750: This modification is suitable for heavyweight, long 
barreled Marlins, and develops world class power that with the right bullet and load can take 
anything that walks the earth. The 405 grain bullet at 2150+ fps for 4100+ ft lbs with a Thorniley 
of 236 and a Taylor of 54, or the 300 grain bullet at 2500+ fps, for 4100+ ft lbs, and a Thorniley 
of 203 and a Taylor of 46 takes the Marlin 444 to a whole new level of performance. This 
modification ideally requires a .550 nose to crimp length bullet  (although it will shoot others 
that offer a suitable crimp point). High quality cast bullets with a .550 nose to crimp length will 
be offered by Beartooth Bullets in the near future. 

 

BALLISTIC VERSATILITY: One of my goals was to produce a modified Marlin lever gun with a 
ballistic parameter that would allow for versatility….an “all-around” rifle that would not be 
confined to one particular purpose. To put it in simple terms, a 30-30 is a poor choice for 



elephants, and a .600 Nitro Express would not be a good choice for deer hunting. Although each 
cartridge under ideal conditions could kill, the 30-30 would be marginal at best on the “big 
boys”, and the 600 NE would be a real burden, as its carry weight, power, and slow recovery 
from recoil for that fast second shot, if need be, would be totally unsuitable for Whitetail. I 
personally would use neither for the purpose. The Safari Grade 444 modifications allow for a 
“deer stand” load of a 300 grain bullet at 1800 fps or less,  if one would so choose. This makes 
for a nice “close in” load for a “meat hunter” that wont damage the carcass and waste steak! 
On the top end of this modification, the 405 grain bullet at 2150+ fps and 4100+ ft lbs will take 
the largest and most dangerous of game worldwide. Keep in mind that large dangerous game 
hunting is a close range affair, and shots are rarely no more than 100 to 150 yards…the process 
is  usually measured in feet! These ballistics have historically proven performance on big game 
within the distances that they are normally taken.  Utilizing the excellent selection of bullets 
and powders for the 444 Marlin cartridge, the handloader can tailor loads for a specific 
purpose…anything from deer to elephant, and, everything in between, while  having a rifle that 
is very practical in weight, length, and controllability!    

 

WRAPPING IT UP: All that is left to do now, is to complete the aesthetic modifications, then the 
“Africanizing” of my Safari Grade 444 Project will be complete.  I have the power…. now all I 
need is a few visual amenities, and some modifications to enhance “working performance” of 
this 444, and I will close the door on this project. If all turns out as I expect, I will not only have a 
lever gun that looks and works like an African big game rifle on safari, but will have the power 
to hunt any game animal, anywhere in the world………a “World Class” 444 Marlin!  

 

Safety First! The ballistic results noted in this article were derived from 
a “modified” firearm! The information contained herein in no way 
suggests or implies that this data is suitable for any firearm, other than 
the firearm that it was obtained from!  Actual load data has not been 
included in this article for this reason! 

The modifications/alterations outlined in this article are protected by 
applicable patent, copyright, proprietary, and, international treaty law 
and regulation by more than one legal entity, therefore, the specifics of 
these modifications/alterations cannot and will not be released for 
public consumption. 
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